Untenability of the heteronomous DNA model for poly(dA).poly(dT) in solution. This DNA adopts a right-handed B-DNA duplex in which the two strands are conformationally equivalent. A 500 MHz NMR study using one dimensional NOE.
1D NOE 1H NMR spectroscopy at 500 MHz was employed to examine the structure of poly(dA).poly(dT) in solution. NOE experiments were conducted as a function of presaturation pulse length (50, 30, 20 and 10 msec) and power (19 and 20 db) to distinguish the primary NOEs from spin diffusion. The 10 msec NOE experiments took 49 hrs and over 55,000 scans for each case and the difference spectra were almost free from diffusion. The spin diffused NOE difference spectra as well as difference NOE spectra in 90% H2O + 10% D2O in which TNH3 was presaturated enabled to make a complete assignment of the base and sugar protons. It is shown that poly(dA).poly(dT) melts in a fashion in which single stranded bubbles are formed with increasing temperature.